
Quick Joust

Quick Joust is a fast 2 player Jousting card game but can also be played as a campaign with up to 6 players.
Two Knights faces off in the list, charging one another in the hopes of unhorse the other Knight or break three
lances to win the match.
Quick Joust has BASIC, STANDARD and ADVANCED rules.
Play time: 15 to 30 Minutes for a 2-player game!
Quick Joust can be played with up to 6 players but this will increase the play time.

Components
[4] Shield Location cards – Beginner and Advanced levels

Beginner Shield Location Cards

Advanced Shield Location Cards

[13] Orange player shield cards
[13] Blue player shield cards



[6] Broken Lance cards

[2] Unhorse card

[21] Blue player Joust cards
[21] Orange  player Joust cards

[6] Knight Status Cards



[6] Knight Skill Cards

Total cards = 92 cards

[2] Lance Tip Tokens

[36] Counters for a 6 player game

BASIC Game and Setup
In the BASIC game two knights will compete in a single match, that consists of [3] runs through the list!!!  The
Knight who breaks the most lances or unhorse his opponent will be considered the winner of the joust.

Decide who will be Player #1, that player will be the Orange Knight.

Place the two main Beginner Shield Location cards in the middle of the table with the Orange shield facing the
Blue knight and the Blue shield facing the Orange knight.

Each player takes their corresponding JOUST and SHIELD decks; shuffles and places them face down in front
of them.

Each player deals out [5] SHIELD cards “do not look at these cards” face down in a row from the shield
location card towards the opponent player “CREATING THE LIST!” starting from their Shield location card.
“Jousting List image on the back of the shield cards should be visible with the list barrier shown on the left
side of card.”

“See example”

Each player deals out [7] JOUST cards from their joust deck and place them in their hand.
Once the players have taken a look at their JOUST cards, each player places his lance tip token on one of the
[4] yellow starting hexes on the opponents Beginner Shield location card in front of them!

The game is now ready to play!



Game Play

1. Each player starts the joust by playing an INITIAL JOUST card from their hand and places it face up in front of the
closest shield card “card with list image showing”.

This indicates the start of each knights run down the list and the location of their lance tip.

2. Each player moves their Lance tip token on the opponents shield location card “facing them” in the direction
indicated on their JOUST card.

3. Each player then TURNS OVER the first SHIELD card “card with list image showing” that is above the recently
played joust card and moves their lance tip token in the direction indicated on the shield.

This represent the movement of the opponents shield as he also races down the list!

4. Next, each player plays their second JOUST card from their hand and places it ON TOP of the recently turned
over shield card.  They then move their Lance tip token in the direction indicated on the JOUST cards.

5. Each player turns over the second SHIELD card next to the recently played JOUST card and moves the lance tip
token in the direction shown on the shield.

6. Each player then plays their third JOUST card from their hand and places it on top of the recently turned over
shield card, moving their Lance tip token in the direction indicated on the joust card.

7. Each player again turns over the third SHIELD card and moves their lance tip token in the direction indicated on
the shield.

8. Each player plays their fourth JOUST card from their hand and places it on top of the recently turned over shield
card. They again move their Lance tip token in the direction indicated on the joust card.

9. Each player turns over the fourth SHIELD card and moves the lance tip token in the direction indicated on the
shield.

10. Each player then plays their fifth JOUST card from their hand and places it on top of the recently turned over
shield card.  They again move their Lance tip token in the direction indicated on the joust card.

11. Each player turns over the LAST SHIELD card and moves their lance tip token in the direction indicated on the
shield.

12. Finally, each player plays their FINAL JOUST card on top of the last turned over shield card and then moves their
Lance tip token to the final location on the Shield Location card!

13. Victory is decided based on the final hex location of each players lance tip token.

If a Knights lance tip token lands on an ORANGE hex after the last joust cards are played, he has struck his
opponents shield squarely and breaks his lance for [1 point]; that player places a Broken Lance card in front of
him and updates his Knight Status card.  If a player breaks three lances [3 points] in a single match, he wins that
match.
If a player’s lance tip token lands on the center RED hex after the last joust cards are played, he has unhorsed
his opponent [5 points] and wins the match immediately!  If both players unhorse each other at the same time
[5 points each] and have equal number of broken lances [1 point each], the match is considered a draw and a
new match must be played.



STANDARD Game and Setup

In a STANDARD game you can play up to 6 knights in a full Tournament.  All knights will Joust against each
other in a round robin double elimination format.   So, winning knights will joust against other winning knights
and losing knights will joust against other knights who lost their match.  Knights who have lost two matches are
eliminated from the Tournament!   The knight with the most points and won matches will become the
Tournament Champion!!!

Each Jousting match is won by the knight who either unhorses his opponent or breaks three lances!

An unhorsing immediately wins the match “see Victory conditions below for exceptions to this rule!!

In the Standard Game instead of just 3 runs, each match continues until a knight is unhorsed or a knight scores
three lance breaks.

Follow the same rules as in the Basic setup except for when it comes to the section where each player deals out
5 random shield cards from their deck to create the list, this now gets changed to:

Each player draws 7 shield cards from their shield deck and from those 7 cards they decide and place the [5]
SHIELD CARDS face down to create the list.  They place the 1 thru 5 shield cards below their COLORED Shield
Location card which faces their opponent!  This now allows each player to have a hand in the movement of
their shield card as they race down the list!

ADVANCED Game and Setup

In the ADVANCED game, similar to the standard game, you can play up to 6 knights in a full Tournament with
each knight completing against every other knight in the list at least once.  The Tournament will be single
double elimination and the knight with the most points and won matches will become the Tournament
Champion!!!

The main difference is how each player gets to directly affect their shield movement as each Knight is traveling
down the list!

The Advanced rules are as follows:

Each player draws 7 shield cards from their shield deck and places them in a separate hand in
front of them.

Each player then takes [5] shield cards from the remaining shield deck “not from the 7 cards they
just drew” and places them face down to create the LIST image!

NOTE: These five cards will only be used for the aesthetics of the image of the Jousting list and not
for the shield function on the other side!

Now, after each player has played his first JOUST card at the beginning of the list, each player
can now play a SHIELD card, form his 7 card shield hand, and place it face up ON TOP of the
first shield card image in the list!

Move the Lance tip token as indicated on the shield card.



Each player then plays his JOUST card from his hand ON TOP of the recently played shield card
and then moves the Lance Tip Token as indicated on the JOUST CARD.

Continue this process, as in the standard game, for each shield and joust card.

The Advanced game gives each player more interaction within the game and allows for more tactical decisions
during the players run through the list.  This should add more challenge, some bluffing, and some tactics to the
game play.

For even more challenge during the Advanced Game each player can use the Advanced Location Shield card.
The Advanced Location Shield card can also be used with an Elite Knight to represent a handicap to a less
skilled knight.

Here is a game in progress!!

Victory Conditions
Knights compete in matches for points, a knight with the most points per match and most won matches will
become the Tournament Champion!
A player wins the game “and becomes Tournament Champion” by accumulating the most points after
eliminating all other knights through unhorsing [5 points] or breaking lances [1 point for each broken lance].

In a 2-player game
Since both Knights are competing in a single match “unless a draw is ruled”, the winner will be the knight who
either unhorses his opponent first or breaks 3 lances!
If neither knight breaks a single lance the match is a draw!
If both knights break 3 lances, the match is a draw!
If both knights unhorse each other, the match is a draw!
If the match is a draw then a rematch is required!

In a 3 to 6-player game
Since three or more Knights are competing in a full tournament, the winner will be the knight who accumulates
the most points and wins the most matches!
To decide which knights will ride against each other in the first match, take all the Knight Status cards and
shuffle them together.  Draw the first two cards, these two knights will tilt against each other in the first match.



If a 3-player game the third player will ride against the loser of the first match then this winner plays the
winner of the first match!
If a 4-player game, the next two drawn cards will compete in the second match with losers jousting
against each other and winners jousting against each other.  Finally, only winners joust against one
another for the championship.
If a 5-player game the fifth player will compete against the winner of the first match.
If a 6-player game, the last two cards will compete in the third match.

Each knight will tilt against all other knights at least once with a double elimination rule.  All winners will
move to a second bracket while all losers will compete against each other and the knights who lose two matches
are eliminated from the tournament.

LANCE TIP TOKEN RESULTS
If a Knights lance tip token lands on an orange hex after the last joust cards are played, he has struck his
opponents shield squarely and breaks his lance [1 point]; that player places a Broken Lance card in front of
him and updates his Knight Status card.  If a player breaks three lances [3 points] in a single match, he wins that
match.
If a player’s lance tip token lands on the center red hex after the last joust cards are played, he has unhorsed his
opponent [5 points] and wins the match immediately!  If both players unhorse each other at the same time [5
points each] and have equal number of broken lances [1 point each], the match is considered a draw and a new
match must be played.
If both players are unhorsed and only one player has more broken lances, that player is considered the winner of
the match!
If both player’s each break three lances [3 points total] at the end of three runs, the match is a draw and they
must play through another match!
After each run and match, always update your Knight Status sheet with the correct totals of Broken Lances,
Knights Unhorsed, and Won MATCHES!

EXPANSION
Quick Joust – A Knight’s Trials
With creative inspiration from player Jim P. of BGG.com, A Knight’s Trials is a new 3 to 6 player expansion
deck that adds new cards to the game play.
In a Knight’s trials each Knight now has a new Skill card which will be placed next to their Status card to help
keep track of their skill levels as they progresses within the Tournament Campaign.  As each Knight increases
his skill at Jousting, he obtains special abilities that can be used during a match.
Along with increasing his skill level, each Knight can now obtain special bonus cards which can be earned
when a knight gains favor from a Royal Family member.  These bonus cards must be used during the knight’s
next match or the favor will be lost.

NOTE: These expansion cards should only be used in a 3 to 6 player game.

Components
[1] The King’s Favor card
[1] The Queen’s Favor card
[1] A Princesses Favor card
[6] Knight Skill Cards
Total cards = 9 cards
[18] Counter for a 6 player game



General rules

In a Knight’s trials, the new Knight Skill cards are placed alongside the Knight Status cards and are used to
keep track of a Knight’s skill level progress.

In a 3 to 6 player game, each player starts the Tournament Campaign as a Knight Errant and will maintain this
skill level until five matches have been won.  As a Knight Errant you are a novice Jouster with no special skills
or abilities.  Place a skill counter in the box to the left of the Knight Errant title and an ability counter to the
right of the title “no special ability”.

A player is a Knight Errant until he wins his fifth match and gains the skill level of Nobel Knight!
When a knight becomes a Nobel Knight your first task is to update your Skill card by moving the skill counter
to the box on the left of the Noble Knight title.  Next, the Noble Knight gains a new special ability that can be
used once per match when he plays a JOUST card.  Move the ability counter on the right of the skill card next
to the title “+1 hex in the same direction as JOUST card“.  During a match after a JOUST card has been
played and the lance tip token has been moved, a Noble Knight can again move his lance tip token “+1 hex in
the same direction as JOUST card” played!  This ability can only be used once per match.
A player is a Nobel Knight until he wins his tenth match and gains the skill level of Master Knight!
When a knight becomes a Master Knight your next task is to update your Skill card by moving the skill
counter to the box on the left of the Master Knight title.  Next, the Master Knight gains a new special ability
that can be used once per match when he plays a JOUST card.  Move the ability counter on the right of the skill
card next to the title “+1 hex in any direction after JOUST card“.  During a match after a JOUST card has
been played and the lance tip token has been moved, a Master Knight can again move his lance tip token “+1
hex in any direction after JOUST card” has been played!  This ability can only be used once per match.
A player is a Master Knight until he wins his fifteenth match and finally gains the skill level of Legendary
Knight!

When a knight becomes a Legendary Knight your task is to update your Skill card by moving the skill counter
to the box on the left of the Legendary Knight title.  Next, the Legendary Knight gains two special abilities that
both can be used once per match when he plays a JOUST card.  Move the ability counter on the right of the skill
card next to the title “+1 hex in the same direction as JOUST card“ and add another ability counter next to the
ability title “+1 hex in any direction after JOUST card“.  During a match after a JOUST card has been played
and the lance tip token has been moved, a Legendary Knight can either use his special ability to move his lance
tip token “+1 hex in the same direction as JOUST card” played OR move his lance tip token “+1 hex in any
direction after JOUST card” has been played!  Both of these abilities can be used once per match.

Royal Favors
During a Tournament a Knight can perform with such valor and skill that he gains the eye of one of the Royal
family.  Depending on the action performed, one of the Royal Family will pass favor upon a knight and grant
him a special favor to use during a Tournament Match.

The King’s Favor
The first Knight to unhorse his opponent on the first tilt of a match “this is the first run of the three total runs
of a match” will gain the favor of the King!  This favor can only be obtained by one Knight at a time and once
obtained it must be used during the next match; it can’t be held and used later in the tournament.

A player can play his King’s Favor card only after his opponent has played a JOUST card.  Once played, your
opponent must move his Lance Tip token back to its original location.  After King’s Favor is played it must be
discarded and can now be obtained by this or another knight.



The Queen’s Favor
The first Knight to win a match by unhorsing his opponent or breaking three consecutive lances will gain the
favor of the Queen!  This favor can only be obtained by one Knight at a time and once obtained it must be used
during the next match; it can’t be held and used later in the tournament.

A player can play his Queen’s Favor card only after he plays a JOUST card.  Once you’ve played a joust card
and moved the lance tip token, you can again move your Lance Tip token +1 hex in any direction as shown on
the JOUST card.  After Queen’s Favor is played it must be discarded and can now be obtained by this or
another knight.

A Princesses Favor
The first Knight to break two consecutive lances within a match will gain the favor of the Princess!  This favor
can only be obtained by one Knight at a time and once obtained it must be used during the next match; it can’t
be held and used later in the tournament.

A player can play his Princesses Favor card only after he plays a JOUST card.  Once you’ve played a joust card
and moved the lance tip token, you can again move your Lance Tip token +1 hex in the same direction as
shown on the JOUST card.  After a Princesses Favor is played it must be discarded and can now be obtained
by this or another knight.

Each knight can only obtain one favor from a Royal family member but a favor can be upgraded by a higher
member of the Royal family.  So, if a knight has already gained the favor of the Queen and performs an action
that gains the favor of the King, that knight CAN discard his Queen’s favor card and take the King’s favor card
instead.

If a favor card is already owned by another knight, it is unavailable to any other knight no matter if they just
performed an action that would gain them the favor card.
Example:  A knight unhorses his opponent in the first run of a match and earns the favor of the King but the
King’s favor is already owned by another knight, the knight in question must pass on the favor even if the other
knight would have used the favor later in the match, which in this case would be impossible because the knight
was unhorsed.  A favor must be available at the time for a knight to obtain it!



Definitions
ARMOR - Defensive covering for the body; covering (as of metal) used in combat.

BARRIER - A wooden palisade or fence that separates both knights while jousting each other.

CHAIN MAIL - A type of armor consisting of small metal rings linked together in a pattern to form a mesh.

COIF - A thick, close-fitting cap formerly worn under a hood.

EQUESTRIAN - Relating to horses or horseback riding.

JOUSTING - The charge of two Knights bearing Armor, Shield and Lance.

JUDGE - Officials in a tournament responsible for upholding the spirit and the rules determined by the

sponsor.

LANCE - The lance is a type of spear most prominently used in the Middle Ages. It comprises a long shaft,

usually made of wood, with a sharp metal point at the end.

LIST -The 'lists' was the jousting area or a fenced in location which defined the battlefield in a tournament.

MELEE - The Melee was a military competition between two groups of nobles. In the Middle Ages, groups of

knights would right at each other on signal and battle across an open field.

PAROLE - The early release of a prisoner, conditioned on good behavior and regular reporting to the

authorities for a set period of time.

RANSOM - A sum of money demanded or paid for the release of somebody who is being held prisoner.

SHIELD - A broad piece of armor made of rigid material and strapped to the arm or carried in the hand for

protection against hurled or thruster weapons.

STANCHION - A vertical pole, bar, or beam used to support something.

SQUIRE - A young apprentice knight who acted as an attendant to a knight in the Middle Ages.

TILE -Is the act of two knights charging against one another for the purpose of melee.

TOURNAMENT - The medieval tournament was a competitive event in which knights demonstrated their

battle skills against opponents.


